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Thomas Connelly's two-volume study of the

to the more successful and eastern theater-bound

Confederate Army of Tennessee has remained in

Army of Northern Virginia) from a command

print for many years for a simple reason--it is a

point of view. He spent much time in manuscripts,

classic study that has stood the test of time. Few

preferring to focus on what commanders knew at

Civil War historians would consider Connelly's

the time, not what they reflected upon later. Like

work outdated, despite the fact that it has been

all Civil War military historians, he did delve into

more than three decades since publication. This is

the Official Records, but his footnotes reflect the

due, in part, to a fact that infuriated and frustrat‐

depth of his research in original sources often

ed Connelly: the focus of most historians contin‐

more reliable than reports tailored to make com‐

ues to be on the eastern theater of the war at the

manders look better on paper than their perfor‐

expense of the west. An additional fact, however,

mances on battlegrounds.

is that Connelly's research and writing was so
sound and masterful, few have seen fit to chal‐
lenge him.

The main theme that runs through both of
Connelly's books is that the western theater's
main army was grossly mismanaged by incompe‐

Connelly wrote his history of the South's sec‐

tent commanders such as Braxton Bragg, and, to a

ond most famous army (always taking a back seat

lesser extent, Joseph Johnston. Connelly also
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points to Jefferson Davis and his Richmond gov‐

of Lee and others. His attitude no doubt stemmed

ernment as creators and perpetrators of a flawed

from his years of work on the Army of Tennessee.

command system in the west, and an even more

Connelly rarely brought into his study any of

flawed logistical morass that sometimes kept sol‐

the so-called "new" military history concepts. He

diers in the Army of Tennessee from getting ade‐

did not focus directly upon soldiers' experiences,

quate food, while plentiful supplies from the

though he certainly reflected upon the impact

heartland were funneled to Robert E. Lee's army

that bad leadership had on the army's battles and

in Virginia.

food supplies. Nor did Connelly dwell upon the

Connelly's arguments have been echoed by

army's impact on civilians and local areas where

others who have expanded the notion that no one,

the men marched and fought.

including Davis, seemed to know what to do in

With the publication of his history of the

the western theater to counteract ever-shrinking

Army of Tennessee, Thomas Connelly established

Confederate lines. Suffering from mediocre com‐

himself as a premier military historian of the Civil

manders from the top down and from vague, re‐

War. If he did not anticipate future historiograph‐

actionary strategic concepts, the Army of Tennes‐

ical trends, he nonetheless captured the essence

see faced challenges that the faraway Richmond

of the times in which the army fought and the

government never seemed to understand or ap‐

tragedy of its war years in a way previously un‐

preciate.

matched and since unchallenged.

Connelly connected with his subject and near
the end of Autumn of Glory, he writes what he
surely believed the army's veterans felt: "Linger‐
ing ... was that constant frustration which tor‐
mented the army--the feeling that the government
and others neither understood nor appreciated
them. Some believed the government saw things
through Lee's eyes only and considered the hills
around Gettysburg more important than those at
Perryville or Chickamauga. Who would remem‐
ber that the Army of Tennessee defended an area
almost ten times the size of that in which Lee
fought? Who would remember that the western
army had a double burden--to defend the geo‐
graphical West and to protect the Rebel heartland
of raw materials, munitions, and foodstuffs which
often supplied Lee as well" (p. 535).
Connelly expanded his disgust with the focus
on Lee's army in later works entitled The Marble
Man (1978) and God and General Longstreet
(1982). Connelly's bitterness about the lack of
proper historical attention to the western theater
became almost a passion, to the point that he
sometimes went too far in his negative critiques
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If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
https://www.h-net.org/~tenn/
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